Redring
a custom designed
optical shotgun sight
®

Redring® – the first
custom designed optical
shotgun sight in the world
Redring® is equally suited for hunting and sport shooting. It is designed for Over/Under, and Semi-automatic shotguns with a rib
width ranging from 5 to 11.5 mm.
Redring® is designed, developed and manufactured in Sweden to
the highest standards without compromise. It is so well designed
that once mounted on the gun, it’s ready to shoot without sight-in
or calibration. With Redring® on the gun, many of the most common shooting problems have been solved. The result – safer, more
enjoyable and controlled shooting.

Perfect for...

Redring® – improves your
shooting self-confidence
Redring® was a brilliant idea from the start. Today this idea has become a world-class
product – designed, developed and manufactured in Sweden to the highest standards
without compromise. It incorporates several unique functions: spot-metering of light, recoil absorbing rib mounts, and the red ring itself with USB compatibility. Redring® gives
the shooter perfect aim and indicates when it’s safe to shoot and when it’s not. When the
target looks right in relation to the ring, that’s when it’s time to shoot. The result is greater
accuracy, more fun and more reliable hunting.

Parallax Free
Redring® enables the shooter to fire with both eyes open, irrespective of eye dominance. The
open eyes principle improves the perceptual tendencies and helps the shooter to identify the
target faster. Since Redring® is parallax free, what the shooter sees in the ring equals the
target image, i.e, when the ring is right in relation to the target, the shot most certainly is a
hit. The eye relief doesn’t matter.

100% control
A correctly mounted gun and a correct sight alignment are essential to all shooters. Imaging
the target in the correct way is probably the most crucial element. The initial target image
and the firing image are critical in order to achieve a perfect shot. Redring® will help the
shooter achieve the correct starting image of each shot. It’s from this point the shooter starts
the swing or movement towards the firing image. The firing image is individually adjusted to
each shooters swing tempo. With Redring® the shooter will have almost 100% control over
the whole shooting process from start to hit.

Unique functions
Spot-metering
Redring® has built-in intelligence, called spot metering, that reads the backlight in a diameter
equivalent to more than double the ring diameter. An integrated processor momentarely
adjusts the ring intensity to the prevailing light. Dark background = weaker ring. Bright background = stronger ring. The directed spot metering gives the shooter a great advantage in all
types of hunting with varying lighting conditions, such as duck shooting in the sunrise. Light
intensity can also be set manually.

The red ring
Another advantage of using the Redring ® is that it also is an effective rangefinder. The size of
the ring on the target equals the shot diameter/burst at 20 meters (65 feet). This gives the
shooter an instant indication if the target is within shooting range or if it’s too far away for a
sure shot. When the ring looks right, pull the trigger. It surely improves the hit rate and reduces the risk of injuring the game.

Low mount with recoil absorption
Redring® is mounted free-floating directly on to the rib of the gun. It only takes a couple of
minutes to mount and the sight is ready to use. No alterations or changes to the gun are
necessary. As the lightweight sight is mounted low on the shotgun rib, it will not have any
noticable effect on the balance of the gun. Redring ® comes complete with recoil absorbing
mounts for shotguns with a rib width ranging from 5 to 11.5 mm.

USB function
Redring® can be connected to your computer via a USB interface. This enables the shooter to
register the equipment, log personalized statistics, select advanced settings, and receive periodic software upgrades from manufacturer. Go to www.redringsight.com/usb for instructions and downloading the necessary software.

Technical data
Battery:.............. AAAA 1.5V, Approx 300 h life. Redring® automatically shuts off after 4 hrs
Weight:.......................... 134 g (4.726oz) excluding mounts, 192 g (6.773oz) including mounts
Length:........................................................................................ 134 mm (5.275in), mounts included
Width:............................................................................................................................... 44 mm (1.732in)
Height:........................................................................................................................... 45.7 mm (1.779in)
Material:................................................................................................................... Anodised aluminium
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Your local distributor/retailer:

Warranty:............................................................................. 5-year warranty on production defects
Please read user manual for complete Terms and Conditions

